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A TTP investigation shows how deeply Big Tech-funded George Mason University has
infiltrated the Federal Trade Commission, which is tasked with protecting consumers and
promoting competition in the industry.
With anticipation running high that the Biden administration will take steps to rein in the power
of Big Tech, a new Tech Transparency Project (TTP) investigation provides fresh evidence that
one of the industry’s primary regulators, the Federal Trade Commission, has effectively been
captured by the very companies it is charged with overseeing.
It’s long been known that Google, Qualcomm, and other tech giants have had a close relationship
with the George Mason University law school, often funding white papers and conferences
organized by Joshua Wright, a former Republican FTC commissioner who has argued that
government should take a hands-off approach to the tech industry.
Now, TTP’s investigation is revealing new details about Wright’s behind-the-scenes dealings at
the FTC—and the extent to which GMU has shaped the agency’s workforce through an
extensive revolving door and internship pipeline. The findings show how tech companies can
count on an army of GMU allies, including current and former FTC officials with inside
knowledge of the agency, to defend them against accusations of anticompetitive behavior.
According to an FTC inspector general report obtained via the Freedom of Information Act, a
former senior official at the commission—confirmed by Bloomberg Businessweek to be
Wright—repeatedly tried to persuade officials at the FTC to settle the agency’s antitrust lawsuit
against Qualcomm in 2017, in violation of lobbying restrictions.1 Qualcomm is a major funder of
Wright’s Global Antitrust Institute at GMU.
The FTC’s Office of Inspector General deemed Wright’s actions serious enough to refer the
matter to the Trump Justice Department, which ultimately declined to prosecute.
TTP’s investigation also sheds light on the robust revolving door between the FTC and GMU
going back a decade or more, with more than 80 examples of FTC officials, GMU professors and
law students who have moved between the school and the agency or vice versa.
Some GMU law courses on antitrust, privacy, patent, and copyright issues are even being taught
by Big Tech executives and lawyers representing companies like Google, Facebook, and
Qualcomm. Much of their teaching material takes a negative view of tech regulation, inculcating
a farm team of future FTC officials and lawyers with industry-friendly views.
The findings raise troubling new concerns about how GMU—a key conduit for the interests of
Big Tech—is infiltrating the FTC, an agency tasked with promoting competition and protecting
consumers. Critics have accused the FTC for years of being slow and ineffective in its oversight
of the tech industry. But with the Biden administration poised to take a tougher stand on Big
Tech, and the FTC now pursuing a major antitrust case against Facebook, the independence and
effectiveness of the agency will be particularly important. 2
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Here are the main takeaways from TTP’s investigation:
•

A May 2019 report by the Federal Trade Commission’s Office of Inspector General (OIG)
concluded that a former senior FTC official, now confirmed to be Wright, met or attempted
to meet with agency officials on at least six different occasions between April and May 2017
to push a settlement with Qualcomm. 3 That amounted to a legal violation, according to the
report, because Wright had participated “personally and substantially” in the Qualcomm
antitrust case while serving at the FTC and was thus subject to a lifetime ban on lobbying his
former colleagues on the matter. The OIG’s conclusions were later forwarded to the
Department of Justice’s Public Integrity Section, which declined to prosecute the case.

•

At least 14 senior officials at the FTC during the Trump administration had ties to GMU.
They included attorneys, economists, analysts, and those serving in senior positions as
bureau directors or deputy directors.

•

At least six FTC officials have taken a full trip through the “revolving door,” cycling back
and forth between the Washington, D.C., agency and teaching positions at the GMU law
school in nearby Arlington, Virginia, including several who have made the trip multiple
times.

•

There are 17 examples of FTC officials who served as GMU law school professors or left
professorships at GMU to join the FTC. In at least four cases, GMU professors left the law
school to serve in senior roles at the FTC only to return to their teaching positions at the end
of their government service. At least seven FTC officials appear to have served as GMU
professors or adjunct professors at the same time they also worked at the FTC.

•

Big Tech executives from Google, Facebook, and Qualcomm and the law firms representing
the companies are featured as guest speakers, lecturers and even teachers of several GMU
law courses. In one case, Google’s in-house counsel for patent issues has been teaching a
GMU law course in recent years. In other examples, lawyers representing Google and
Qualcomm have taught antitrust and privacy courses or served as guest lecturers at the law
school while the companies faced active FTC investigations for anticompetitive behavior.

•

At least 50 GMU students, most from the law school, have served as FTC interns or law
clerks. In several cases, GMU law students appear to have served as FTC interns at the same
time they were working for GMU academic centers or professors funded by Big Tech. After
graduation, many were hired by top law firms representing Google, Qualcomm, Facebook,
and GMU’s other Big Tech funders.

Wright, Qualcomm, and a spokesperson for GMU’s law school, which houses the Global
Antitrust Institute, did not respond to TTP requests for comment. TTP tried to reach the more
than two dozen other people mentioned in this report, but most of them didn’t respond to
requests for comment.
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Joshua Wright Lobbies FTC on Qualcomm Antitrust Case
For close to a decade, the George Mason University law school has served as a forceful advocate
for Big Tech on antitrust and competition issues. And no one better personifies the way GMU
has become a champion for the industry, and helped it advance its agenda with regulators, than
Joshua Wright.
In 2011, as Google faced a growing antitrust investigation by the FTC,
the GMU law school swung into action, hosting conferences and
publishing academic research defending the company from charges that it
had violated antitrust laws.4 Wright, then a GMU professor with
longstanding financial ties to Google, authored at least four research
studies on antitrust and patents between 2009 and 2011, all of which
supported Google’s policy positions. 5 When President Barack Obama
appointed Wright to the FTC in 2012, he was forced to recuse himself for
two years from any cases involving Google to avoid any potential
conflicts of interest.6
Joshua Wright

But when Wright returned to GMU in 2015, this time both as a professor and as head of its
Global Antitrust Institute, he once again took up the cause of the tech giants that have funneled
millions to the university. Public records unearthed by TTP show that in 2017, the FTC’s Office
of Inspector General (OIG) referred a former senior official now confirmed to be Wright to the
Department of Justice for criminal prosecution for his attempts to lobby his former colleagues at
the commission to shut down the agency’s Qualcomm antitrust lawsuit. 7 Qualcomm is a major
donor to GAI and has also funded GMU’s Center for the Protection of Intellectual Property
(CPIP), which advocates for strong IP and patent protections.8
The FTC filed suit against Qualcomm in early 2017, accusing the company of anticompetitive
practices in the market for wireless broadband technologies. The suit alleged that the company,
among other things, forced cellphone makers to license patents in order to buy modem and
processing chips—a policy known as “no license, no chips.”9
According to the OIG investigation, Wright met or attempted to meet with FTC officials on at
least six different occasions between April and May 2017 to push for a Qualcomm settlement. At
the time, in addition to his position at GAI, Wright was also a senior counsel to Wilson Sonsini
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Goodrich & Rosati, one of the law firms that has represented Qualcomm in its antitrust fight with
the FTC.10
While heavily redacted in places, the OIG report establishes that Wright emailed the acting
director of the FTC’s Bureau of Competition, Abbott “Tad” Lipsky, on April 28, 2017, to
schedule a May 5 lunch meeting to propose a settlement.
The FTC’s Bureau of Competition is tasked with investigating and prosecuting the nation’s
antitrust laws, and Wright knew the office well.11 From 2007 to 2008, he served as its first
scholar-in-residence.12 Lipsky, who had been appointed to the Bureau in March 2017, had
previously served with Wright on the FTC’s Transition Team following the election of President
Donald Trump in 2016.13 The OIG investigation found that the email communications between
the two were conducted through their personal Google accounts, likely bypassing any official
record of the communications.14

Click the above image to read the full OIG report.

Wright and Lipsky met for lunch on May 5, and during that meeting, Wright probed Lipsky
about the FTC’s legal strategy in the Qualcomm case and pushed for talks to settle the matter,
according to the OIG. Several subsequent emails between Wright, Lipsky, and other FTC
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officials in the following days further confirmed that Wright’s aim was to push FTC officials
toward a “potential settlement path” on the case on behalf of Qualcomm, the OIG found.15
Federal conflict of interest rules impose strict ethical restrictions including a lifetime ban on
former senior government officials lobbying the government on matters in which they were
“personally and substantially” involved while serving in government. 16 Penalties for knowingly
violating the restrictions can result in punishments of up to five years in prison and $50,000
fines.17
The OIG report makes clear that that the former senior official—Wright—had been “personally
and substantially” involved in the Qualcomm antitrust matter while serving at the FTC. The
investigation also established that Wright clearly understood the post-employment restrictions on
lobbying the FTC on matters in which he was involved while at the agency and had violated the
law by lobbying his former colleagues about the Qualcomm matter. The inspector general said
the investigation was referred to the Department of Justice’s Public Integrity Section for
prosecution in December 2018, but DOJ dropped the matter.
As the OIG’s internal investigation gained steam during the summer of 2017, at least two
officials with whom Wright had communicated about a possible Qualcomm settlement abruptly
resigned from the FTC. After serving only four months as the acting director of the Bureau of
Competition, Lipsky resigned on July 3. 18 He was then hired by Wright to serve as GAI’s
director of competition advocacy. 19 Alan Devlin, the acting deputy director of the Bureau of
Competition, resigned the same day as Lipsky. Devlin was also included on emails from Wright
about the potential Qualcomm settlement. 20 He has returned to private practice as a partner in the
antitrust and competition practice at the Latham & Watkins law firm. 21
As a professor at GMU law, Wright’s views on antitrust have been described as sympathetic to
the “consumer welfare standard,” a legal theory of antitrust and competition popularized by legal
scholar Robert Bork. The standard generally posits that a company’s actions or policies should
only be found anticompetitive if they harm consumers through things like higher prices or poor
service. The standard has been the linchpin defense of companies like Google, Facebook, and
Amazon in their attempts to beat back antitrust scrutiny.22
And, even since the OIG’s 2017 investigation, Wright has publicly backed Qualcomm in several
policy matters. In a 2019 commentary on the FTC Qualcomm suit, he admitted providing
“counseling advice” to Qualcomm on some “regulatory and competition matters” but also
specifically acknowledged that he was “recused from participation in the FTC litigation,” a
concession that he had worked on the issue as an FTC commissioner. 23 The same year, he coauthored a white paper saying a U.S. District Court ruling that supported the FTC’s antitrust suit
against Qualcomm “mangled” Section 2 of the Sherman Act. 24 And in 2018, he was among
15
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several legal scholars supporting the company in its fight against a proposed hostile takeover by
Broadcom.25
Wright has other close connections to Qualcomm. Koren Wong-Ervin, Qualcomm’s director of
antitrust policy from 2017 to 2020, served under Wright as his attorney advisor on IP and
antitrust issues during his time as a commissioner. She joined the company directly from
Wright’s GAI, where she served as a director from 2015 to 2017.26
After Qualcomm suffered an initial setback in its battle with the FTC, the company later scored a
legal victory, with a three-judge panel of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals throwing out the
FTC’s case in August 2020.27 The appeals court then refused the FTC’s request to rehear the
case with more judges. 28

GMU’s Big Tech Legal Centers
GMU’s advocacy on behalf of Big Tech appears to reflect a deliberate strategy. It dates back to
GMU Professor Robert Tollison, a paid consultant for the tobacco industry who railed against
anti-cancer “bureaucrats” in the 1980s and 1990s.29 Tollison led GMU’s Center for the Study of
Public Choice, which has been described as a network of academics deployed to support tobacco
interests.30 That early model appears to have become the blueprint for additional GMU academic
centers over the years. Today there are at least eight unique centers at the GMU law school,
which was renamed the Antonin Scalia Law School in honor of the late Supreme Court justice in
July 2016 after an anonymous $20 million donation and another $10 million contribution from
the Charles Koch Foundation.31
These legal centers have been the subject of some reporting in the past, but TTP’s investigation
has uncovered new details about the extent of Big Tech’s influence over the programs and how
they’ve been used to advance the industry’s agenda. A review of university records, for example,
reveals that it was Henry Butler, until recently the dean of the GMU law school, who made
recruiting corporate funders to support the school’s antitrust work a top priority. 32 After
becoming dean in 2015, Butler released a comprehensive plan called “Earning Our Future” that
prioritized raising “substantial private funds” to capitalize on the law school’s strengths in
antitrust and intellectual property scholarship. A summary of the plan released as part of a 2018
inquiry into the school’s Koch funding revealed that Butler, “a proven fundraiser,” had raised
over $35 million during his five years as the executive director of one of the law school’s eight
academic centers, the Law & Economics Center (LEC).33

25
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The GMU Law and Economics Center
During the FTC’s antitrust investigation of Google from 2011 to 2013, Google contributed at
least $762,000 to the LEC, which was used to support numerous GMU studies and academic
conferences backing the search giant’s position that the company had not acted
anticompetitively. Public records released in 2015 revealed that Butler was instrumental in
recruiting Google to fund the LEC, securing Google’s first-ever contribution to GMU, a $25,000
check to the LEC’s Attorneys General Education Program in 2011.34
Butler also regularly coordinated with Google officials in choosing sympathetic academics as
speakers and guests at the many conferences the LEC hosted on competition and antitrust
issues.35 Legal experts chosen to attend the conferences routinely rejected the need for antitrust
scrutiny of the tech giant.

Credit: Washington Post

Today, GMU’s LEC and its foundation still count Google as one of the school’s largest financial
supporters.36 Since 2013, university records indicate the LEC’s corporate support has grown
substantially; the center now counts Facebook, PhRMA, Discover Financial Services, and the
Charles Koch Foundation among its many corporate and private backers. 37 The LEC’s various
legal programs also expanded under Butler and now include training seminars for federal judges,
state judges, state attorneys general and their senior staff attorneys, and even congressional
staff.38 The program is yet another troubling example of how GMU has leveraged its corporate
support to influence federal policy, and increasingly, even state legal decisions and investigations
on antitrust issues.

34https://www.salon.com/2015/11/24/googles_insidious_shadow_lobbying_how_the_internet_giant_is_bankrolling_friendly_academics_and_skirting_fede

ral_investigations/
35
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/how-google-is-transforming-power-and-politicsgoogle-once-disdainful-of-lobbying-now-a-master-ofwashington-influence/2014/04/12/51648b92-b4d3-11e3-8cb6-284052554d74_story.html
36 https://web.archive.org/web/20201112013740/https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/trade_association_and_third_party_groups.pdf
37 https://web.archive.org/web/20201129202541/https://masonlec.org/donors/
38 https://web.archive.org/web/20201129202637/https://masonlec.org/
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In fact, at the same time GMU’s Big Tech advocates were fighting the FTC’s antitrust
investigation of Google from 2011 to 2013, the LEC was expanding a second front to tamp down
state antitrust investigations of the search giant. Google’s funding of the GMU Attorneys
General Education Program served as one important conduit between GMU academics and state
attorneys general, several of whom were conducting their own investigations of Google at the
time over allegations of anticompetitive conduct. 39
A review of the GMU LEC website shows that the education effort also included legal studies
and white papers dismissing state efforts to enforce competition rules. In 2013, Butler and
Wright co-authored a white paper titled Are State Consumer Protection Acts Really Little-FTC
Acts? The paper argued that state enforcement of Consumer Protection Acts was
counterproductive for consumers and that many state CPA claims included conduct that wouldn’t
warrant FTC enforcement.40
Wright also worked closely with Butler on many of the LEC’s other legal training programs and
has often served as a speaker and presenter for those programs. New information found on the
LEC website shows that in January 2019, the two hosted a four-day antitrust junket for 62 state
and federal judges and spouses at the posh Cheeca Lodge & Spa in the Florida Keys. 41 Wright
chaired three panels on competition, mergers, and vertical restraints. The training sessions

39https://www.salon.com/2015/11/24/googles_insidious_shadow_lobbying_how_the_internet_giant_is_bankrolling_friendly_academics_and_skirting_fede

ral_investigations/, https://web.archive.org/web/20201129202746/https://masonlec.org/divisions/mason-attorneys-general-education-program/
40
https://web.archive.org/web/20201129202905/https://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1078&context=flr
41 https://web.archive.org/web/20201129203014/https://masonlec.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Islamorada-Workshop-Agenda.pdf,
https://web.archive.org/web/20210309154312/https://www.law.gmu.edu/news/2019/the_law_and_economics_center_hosted_62_prominent_judges_for_ju
dicial_education_program
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typically ended by noon each day, leaving the guests and their spouses plenty of time for spa
treatments, sport fishing, or a round of golf at the resort’s Jack Nicklaus-designed course.42
Cheeca Lodge & Spa

The LEC has hosted legal training programs at several other lavish resorts including the Omni
Amelia Island Resort in Amelia, Florida; the Stanley Hotel in Estes Park, Colorado; the Park
Hyatt in Beaver Creek, Colorado; and the Belmond Charleston Place Hotel in Charleston, South
Carolina.43 And newly uncovered materials suggest that GMU (or, more likely, its Big Tech
funders) may be picking up at least some of the judges’ costs to participate in the legal junkets.
An application for a March 2021 training seminar for judges at The Henderson beach resort and
spa in Florida includes a link to a form for air travel and expense reimbursements.44
The GMU Global Antitrust Institute
Big Tech companies like Google, Amazon, Facebook, and Qualcomm are also substantial
funders of Wright’s Global Antitrust Institute (GAI), a separate GMU law center that routinely
defends the companies on antitrust issues.45 A July New York Times investigation revealed that
GAI had received hundreds of thousands of dollars from Google and Amazon, as well as a threeyear, $2.9 million donation from Qualcomm.
While GAI’s early history is murky, public documents show that it first appeared on the scene in
late 2014 and was originally affiliated with GMU’s LEC. In September 2014, it hosted a
conference sponsored by the Covington & Burling law firm on EU regulatory issues related to
the pharmaceutical industry. 46 Bruce Kobayashi, who joined GMU as a professor in the early
1990s after serving as a senior economist at the FTC from 1989 to 1992, served as GAI’s
founder and first director.47
GAI’s early history suggests that even at its founding, it positioned itself as a corporate-funded
conduit to influence FTC decisions. A November 2014 white paper published on the GAI
website titled Actavis and Multiple ANDA Entrants: Beyond the Temporary Duopoly, defended
the drugmaker amid an FTC lawsuit alleging that it had unlawfully engaged in a so-called “payfor-delay” agreement. Such agreements occur when a drug patent holder pays a generic drug
manufacturer to stay out of the market, thus avoiding generic competition. 48 In addition to
Kobayashi, the co-authors included Wright, who was then serving as an FTC commissioner, and
Wright’s economic adviser, Joanna Tsai. Actavis changed its name to Allergan after a merger in
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2015.49 GAI’s major corporate funders, which it appears to have disclosed for the first time in
2020, include the Allergan Foundation. 50
In August 2015 Wright became GAI’s new executive director after stepping down from the FTC.
It’s unclear when Big Tech companies began funding the institute, but GAI’s website today lists
Amazon, Facebook, Google and Qualcomm among its corporate supporters.51
GAI’s board of advisers also includes several academics and consultants who have been funded
by Big Tech companies, according to a review of white papers, curriculum vitae and other public
information.52 Harvard Law Professor Einer Elhauge has authored Google-funded white papers,
including one on patent policy issues and another defending the controversial Google Books
settlement.53 (In an email to TTP, Elhauge said he had not done any Google-funded work in the
last six years and had always disclosed such funding, and said his role on GAI’s board of
advisers “has had nothing to do with Google’s funding of some of my older work.”) University
College of London Professor David Evans has authored seven academic studies funded by
Google. The studies included papers on antitrust, multi-sided platforms in online markets, and
online advertising.54
Another GAI adviser, Northwestern University Adjunct Law Professor Anne Layne-Farrar,
wrote a Google-funded study on patent issues in 2016.55 She has also written white papers
funded by Qualcomm and co-authored several papers with Koren Wong-Ervin, who later joined
Qualcomm as the company’s Director of Antitrust. 56 Gregory Sidak with Criterion Economics
has written at least two Google-funded studies and several others that support the company’s
position on antitrust and competition issues.57 Sidak has also consulted for Qualcomm and in
2018 was harshly criticized by an administrative law judge for appearing as an expert witness
after invoicing Qualcomm $3 million-$4 million for his testimony in the case. 58

The Wright Revolving Door Network
Wright and Butler provide the sharpest illustration of how Big Tech has leveraged its financial
backing of GMU to shape antitrust policy among regulators and policymakers, but they are far
from the only examples. TTP’s analysis found five other examples of top academics and officials
from GMU in addition to Wright who have moved straight to some of the FTC’s most powerful
offices and positions. Including Wright, five of the six have made multiple trips back and forth
between the commission and GMU law.
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In May 2019, Public Citizen released its own report showing that such revolving-door conflicts
were “rampant” at the FTC and that as many as 60% of the officials studied had revolving door
conflicts involving work on behalf of Big Tech. 59 As the group noted, the revolving door leaves
public officials prone to making decisions with the prospect of future employment in mind, and it
gives those officials-turned-lobbyists access to lawmakers and regulators that others do not
enjoy, all undermining the integrity of the regulatory process.
The problem is particularly acute at the FTC, where critics have long complained that regulators
are reluctant to enforce laws meant to protect consumers and ensure fair competition.
TTP’s analysis reveals that GMU, and Joshua Wright, have played a central role in shepherding
tech-friendly antitrust experts in and out of the revolving door at the FTC.
The steady churn between GMU and the FTC can be observed in the way James Cooper, the
LEC’s director of economics and privacy, has seamlessly glided back and forth between the two
institutions during his career. Cooper’s career trajectory often makes it difficult to determine
when his official FTC responsibilities ended and his GMU duties began. He first joined the FTC
in 2003, in the agency's Office of Policy Planning. 60 He then served as an adviser to
Commissioner William Kovacic from 2009 to 2011 before becoming a director of research and
policy at GMU’s LEC. In July 2018, he rejoined the FTC as the deputy director for economic
analysis, before leaving again to rejoin the LEC a year later in August 2019. 61
Cooper has taught several Big Tech-friendly law courses while cycling between the FTC and
GMU. In 2017, he taught a 400-level policy seminar on digital information that focused on the
FTC’s role in regulating the information economy. 62 The course included several sections on
Google antitrust and privacy issues and included required readings from the Google-funded
academic Paul Schwartz.63 Another required bit of reading was an op-ed by attorney Darren
Tucker, who represented Google when the piece was published; Tucker previously served as an
adviser to Wright when he was an FTC commissioner and did a stint as a GMU adjunct
professor.64
In October 2019, less than two months after Cooper left the FTC for the second time, he was
invited back to participate in a panel on the future of the Children’s Online Privacy Protection
Act Rule.65 The FTC rule applies to the online collection of personal information about children
under 13 years of age.66 The panel came just one month after Google was required to pay a $170
million fine and make changes to protect children’s privacy on YouTube after illegally gathering
children’s private data without parental consent. 67
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Cooper suggested at the event that restricting advertising to children would violate Big Tech’s
First Amendment rights. “Kids shouldn’t deserve any less First Amendment protections than
grownups,” he said. “Once we start thinking about using COPPA as a tool to restrict advertising
to kids, then I do think we’re getting into First Amendment land.” 68
Cooper has stood up for Big Tech—and Google in particular—in the past, according to emails
obtained by The Washington Post and Salon in 2014-2015.69 The emails showed that in one
instance a Google public relations executive worked to place an op-ed by Cooper that was
favorable to the company. On other occasions Cooper worked with Google lobbyists to secure
friendly speakers to LEC symposiums. Cooper has also written Google-friendly academic
papers, without visibly disclosing Google’s funding of the LEC. 70
In addition, he has written academic studies that support positions held by the LEC’s other
financial backers. In 2018, he co-authored a study that argued there was no need for regulators to
intervene to make credit and debit card security procedures safer. The paper failed to disclose
that Visa and Discover Financial Services, two companies likely to be hurt by any new
regulations, were also LEC funders.71
Another antitrust expert who has passed through the revolving door between GMU and the FTC
is Bilal Sayyed, until recently the director of the FTC’s Office of Policy Planning. In April 2018,
when Maureen Ohlhausen (also a GMU law grad) was acting chair of the commission, she
appointed Sayyed to the influential office, which oversees the commission’s implementation of
consumer protection policy initiatives and advises staff on legal cases.72 Prior to joining the FTC,
Sayyed was a GMU law adjunct professor who had taught antitrust at the school since at least
2011.73 Before joining GMU, Sayyed served as an attorney advisor at the FTC from 2001 to
2005. He recently joined the libertarian tech group TechFreedom, which has received funding
from Google.74
A month after Sayyed’s 2018 appointment to the FTC, the agency’s newly installed chairman,
Joseph Simons, appointed GAI’s founder Bruce Kobayashi as director of the agency’s Bureau
of Economics. The Bureau provides economic analysis for the FTC’s consumer protection
investigations and rulemakings.75 Kobayashi has cycled between the FTC and GMU throughout
his legal career, serving as a senior economist at the commission in the early 90s, then joining
GMU as a law professor and GAI director before rejoining the FTC in May 2018. 76 In December
2019, Kobayashi again departed the agency to resume his teaching duties at GMU law. 77
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The FTC’s general counsel during the last few years of the Trump administration, Alden
Abbott, has done multiple spins through the GMU-FTC revolving door. He became an adjunct
GMU law professor in the early 1990s; held various positions at the FTC from 2001 to 2012,
including deputy director of the Office of International Affairs; and retained his GMU adjunct
professor role until 2018. He later served as FTC general counsel from 2018 to early 2021, and
today, he is back at GMU as a senior research fellow at the Mercatus Center. 78
A course syllabus for Abbott’s 2013 Advanced Antitrust Seminar included several sections on
Google competition cases, as well as works authored by academics who have consulted for or
received funding from Google or Qualcomm. 79
Prior to his most recent 2018 appointment as the FTC’s general counsel, Abbott co-taught a
GMU course in European competition law with Maria Coppola, another FTC lawyer and GMU
adjunct professor who has served as legal counsel to the FTC’s International Antitrust Division
since 2003.80
Thomas Pahl, the FTC’s acting director of the Bureau of Consumer Protection from 2017 to
2018, served as an adjunct professor of law at GMU from 2008 to 2012, teaching a course on
consumer protection and unfair competition law. 81 Known as a staunch deregulator, in the 1990s
he helped repeal FTC rules requiring businesses to warn consumers about the lethal dangers of
quick-freeze aerosol spray.82 Prior to joining GMU, Pahl served 15 years at the FTC, rising to
become the assistant director at the Bureau of Competition.
In other cases, senior FTC officials appear to have served as GMU professors or adjunct
professors at the same time they also worked at the FTC. For instance, the LinkedIn profile for
James Cooper shows that while serving as the FTC’s deputy director for economic analysis from
July 2018 to August 2019, he also served as a director of GMU’s LEC and a GMU associate
professor of law.83 In October 2018, he was a guest lecturer for Wright’s FTC seminar course,
according to a course syllabus found online, and he continued to be listed as a faculty member in
GMU’s May 2019 graduate program. 84
Christopher Adams, a former longtime FTC economist, taught at GMU from 2014 to 2015,
according to his curriculum vitae. 85 Cora Han taught consumer protection law to GMU law
students from 2013 to 2018 while serving as an FTC privacy attorney, according to her LinkedIn
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profile.86 And Coppola, the FTC international antitrust attorney, continues to teach European
competition law at GMU, according to her LinkedIn profile. 87
Wright’s connections have even extended to the Justice Department’s Antitrust Division at
times. For instance, Elyse Dorsey, his former research assistant at GMU law from 2010 to 2012,
has served as a GMU law adjunct professor since 2018, and as counsel to the Trump
administration’s Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust, Makan Delrahim. 88 In October 2020,
the DOJ filed its long-awaited lawsuit against Google alleging that the company acted
anticompetitively to maintain its monopoly over search and online advertising. 89 Delrahim,
however, had already recused himself from the case due to his earlier work for Google as a
lawyer in private practice.90
Dorsey, who also served as an attorney advisor to FTC Commissioner Noah Phillips and an
associate attorney at Wilson Sonsini, has co-authored several white papers with Wright that take
a dismissive view of antitrust scrutiny of Big Tech, including the 2018 paper “Requiem for a
Paradox: The Dubious Rise and Inevitable Fall of Hipster Antitrust” and “Consumer Welfare &
the Rule of Law: The Case Against the New Populist Antitrust.” 91 The latter paper was published
in June 2020 after Dorsey joined the DOJ Antitrust Division.
Government ethics rules permit government employees to engage in teaching for compensation
with prior authorization, but they are generally prohibited from doing so if the teaching invitation
comes from a party with interests that may be affected substantially by the employee’s official
duties.92 Big Tech’s substantial funding of the GMU law school and its various academic centers
raises questions about whether such officials’ GMU teaching income may have been subsidized
by companies with interests before the FTC, violating the spirt, if not the letter, of the law. Of
particular note is the case of Cooper—who appears to have served simultaneously as an FTC
official, GMU faculty member and the director of the Big Tech-funded LEC.93
The revolving door has also spun the other way, providing a soft landing for former FTC
officials looking for jobs after leaving government or simply needing an interim stopover before
being hired by Big Tech companies or the law firms that represent them. As the Biden
administration continues staffing regulatory agencies, many current FTC officials may depart for
temporary or permanent teaching positions at GMU.
As noted above, Lipsky landed at Wright’s GAI just months after his abrupt resignation from the
FTC in the midst of the OIG investigation of Wright’s Qualcomm lobbying. At least four other
former key staffers who served under Wright when he was a commissioner also joined GMU
after leaving government:
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•

Koren Wong-Ervin, who served as Wright’s counsel for intellectual property
and international antitrust issues at the FTC, became GAI’s director in 2015 after
leaving the agency. Wong-Ervin taught courses on intellectual property and
antitrust at GMU that included readings and discussions on an FTC investigation
of Google and a legal case involving Qualcomm.94 As noted above, she left GAI
in 2017 to become Qualcomm’s director of antitrust policy, where she served
until March 2020.95

•

Jan Rybnicek, a 2009 GMU law school grad and an attorney adviser to Wright at
the FTC, became an adjunct professor at the law school in 2018 and is also a GAI
senior fellow.96 Rybnicek has taught courses on antitrust and co-taught a seminar
about the FTC with Wright in the fall of 2019. 97

•

Joanna Tsai served as an economic adviser to Wright at the commission and has
served as an adjunct professor at GMU’s law school since at least 2018. 98

•

John Yun, who did stints as an economic adviser to Wright, FTC economist, and
acting deputy assistant director of the FTC’s Bureau of Economics, became GAI’s
director of economic education in 2017 and is also an associate professor at the
law school.99 Yun has been a guest lecturer on intellectual property and antitrust
at GMU and co-taught a 2019 course on global antitrust.100 In 2018, Yun
published an economic analysis arguing Google did not represent an
anticompetitive threat.101 Yun told TTP he had no comment.

GMU Law Courses Taught by Big Tech
GMU’s law school also includes several courses in which officials working for Big Tech
companies such as Google and Facebook and lawyers at firms representing the companies are
featured as guest speakers and lecturers. In one case, a Google in-house lawyer has even taught a
GMU law class. The direct presence of Big Tech inside the classroom provides another avenue
through which the industry is shaping the law school and its students, who often go on to serve at
the FTC.
For instance, Jim Sherwood, Google’s in-house litigation counsel on patent issues, has helped
teach a moot court competition course for four of the past five years at the law school. 102
Sherwood has represented Google on patent litigation before district and federal appeals
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courts.103 He co-taught the course—described as an opportunity for students to prepare appellate
briefs and oral arguments—with Naveen Modi, of the law firm Paul Hastings, who has been
recognized for his work representing Google in federal court and for securing several Google
victories.104
A 2017 “Intellectual Property and Antitrust Seminar” was taught by then-GMU Adjunct
Professor Darren Tucker, a former attorney adviser to Wright when he was a commissioner at
the FTC.105 While teaching the course, Tucker was also part of the antitrust practice representing
Google at the law firm of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius.106
He has written several op-eds and white papers opposing antitrust scrutiny of Google, including
a 2018 op-ed in The Daily Caller titled “Antitrust Claims Against Google Are RIDICULOUS
Because Consumer Are Not Getting Harmed” and a longer piece for the American Bar
Association arguing against antitrust intervention into Big Tech. 107 Tucker’s writings have been
required reading in other GMU law courses, according to GMU’s course syllabi.108
Google’s point of view is also well represented in GMU classes on privacy law. In 2016, GMU
law school fellow Gerard Stegmaier taught an advanced 400-level seminar called the Emerging
Law of Internet Privacy, a topic he began teaching at the university while serving as an attorney
at Google’s outside law firm Wilson Sonsini. 109 Stegmaier represented Google as lead counsel in
its successful defense in a case alleging that Google was liable for blog and aggregated news
content under Virginia’s version of the federal Communications Decency Act. 110 He co-taught
the course with Carl Szabo, a GMU adjunct professor and the general counsel of the NetChoice
coalition, whose financial backers include Google, Facebook, Alphabet subsidiary Waymo, and
other tech companies. 111
Wilson Sonsini’s Scott Sher and Mark Rosman have also been GMU guest lecturers. From
2017 to 2019, Sher was an annual guest speaker at Wright’s “Antitrust 1: Principles” class,
which focuses on mergers and other competition issues.112 A June 2011 Global Competition
Review article highlighting Wilson Sonsini’s work for Google noted that Sher was part of the
five-partner team at the law firm that advised Google during the DOJ’s review of its acquisition
of ITA Software.113 More recently, Sher represented Qualcomm in the 2018 hostile takeover bid
by Broadcom.114 Rosman, a former DOJ antitrust prosecutor who is also part of Google’s
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Washington legal team, was a guest lecturer at GMU’s 2017 Global Antitrust Seminar taught by
Wong-Ervin.115
Facebook has had a connection at GMU as well. In 2019, the law school said it was bringing on
Facebook’s former general counsel, Ted Ullyot, as an adjunct professor. Ullyot, who retired
from the policy and regulatory affairs team at Andreesen Horowitz in 2018, was slated to teach
technology law at GMU.116 TTP could not reach Ullyot to seek comment.

The GMU-FTC Intern Pipeline
Another important way the GMU law school (and by extension its Big Tech financial supporters)
has exercised its influence at the FTC is by providing a steady pipeline of law students to the
FTC’s internship and law clerk programs. The TTP analysis reveals that, for almost a decade,
GMU has filled the programs with a farm team of future antitrust litigators, many of whom later
go on to work for the FTC or for law firms representing Big Tech companies.
Wright himself served two internships at the FTC, and he appears to recognize the value of that
experience.117 TTP’s analysis of GMU graduates from roughly the past decade identified at least
50 GMU students who have interned at the FTC, more than 80% of whom came from the GMU
law school. Almost a third of those interns (16) were either assigned to Wright during his time as
a commissioner; served as his personal research assistants before, during, or after their FTC
internships; or worked at the Global Antitrust Institute, which he now heads.
The data reveals that many of the interns have moved back and forth between the FTC and GMU
Law several times, working as interns detailed to Wright or other commissioners and bureaus
within the FTC, research assistants to GMU law school professors (several with FTC stints of
their own), or research fellows at GMU’s various Big Tech-funded law centers.
Several appear to have simultaneously interned at the FTC while also working as assistants to
GMU professors or at GMU law centers funded by Big Tech. In other cases, GMU students were
both interning at the FTC and working for GMU centers like the LEC or GAI, whose Big Tech
funders were the targets of ongoing FTC probes.
FTC interns doing double duty at institutions and centers funded by Big Tech raise troubling
conflict of interest issues given the sensitive and often confidential nature of their work. Job
postings for FTC internships are explicit that the small size of the program offers candidates the
opportunity to engage in “substantive legal work” and the opportunity to be “fully integrated
onto investigational teams.”118 According to the FTC, the type of work done by legal interns is
similar in complexity to that given to junior attorneys, with assignments that include attending
depositions, leading interview calls, summarizing findings through written reports, and drafting
pleadings, discovery requests, and responses.119
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In other words, FTC legal interns are not relegated to the back office to stuff envelopes or answer
phones as with many other Washington internships, but are instead part of highly integrated
investigative teams with access to confidential information regarding FTC deliberations and
investigations. Such inside knowledge would be invaluable to companies like Google, Facebook,
or Qualcomm, which have each faced FTC antitrust or regulatory probes. And the revolving door
between the FTC’s intern program and GMU’s Big Tech-funded law centers makes such
information-sharing scenarios extremely tempting, if not unavoidable.
There is also evidence that Wright sees his law students as a tool in his own advocacy, raising
additional questions not only about academic integrity and ethics, but also about whether he may
be pressing them into service on Big Tech’s behalf in their role as FTC interns. As the New York
Times reported in July 2020, when Google’s former public policy director Adam Kovacevich
suggested in 2012 that Wright ask Google critic Sen. Mike Lee (R-Utah) a question at an event,
Wright replied “Cool... absolutely. Heh – maybe get one of my antitrust students to ask :).” 120
TTP’s analysis shows several GMU law students who have interned at the FTC while
simultaneously serving as research assistants to Wright or Butler. Upon graduation, many have
immediately landed jobs at law firms representing Big Tech. They include:
•

Nate Harris, a 2013 GMU Law graduate, interned in the FTC’s Bureau of Competition
from May to July 2012 while simultaneously working as Wright’s research assistant at
GMU.121 During Harris’s internship, the FTC was investigating Google for antitrust
violations related to its search practices. 122 After graduation, Harris joined the antitrust
and competition practice at Jones Day, a firm that has represented Google and Qualcomm
in several patent and intellectual property cases. 123 He later became a trial attorney at the
DOJ Antitrust Division.124

•

Matthew Wheatley, a 2014 GMU law grad, started as a research assistant to Wright in
2012 and then interned in the FTC’s Bureau of Competition and for FTC Commissioner
Maureen Ohlhausen from January to November 2013.125 (Wheatley’s FTC internship
overlapped with a second research assistant position with Butler.) Wheatley began his
FTC internships the same month the agency announced it was closing its antitrust probe
of Google without bringing a case.126 After graduating, Wheatley joined the law firm of
Hunton & Williams (now Hunton Andrews Kurth). Since 2017, Google has paid the law
firm $600,000 to lobby on intellectual property and copyright issues.127

•

GMU law grad Angela Landry worked as an intern to then-FTC Commissioner and
GMU law professor William Kovacic from January to July 2011 while also working as
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Wright’s research assistant at GMU. 128 During Landry’s internship, the FTC launched the
antitrust investigation into Google’s business practices, a probe the agency closed in early
2013.129 While Landry was serving as an FTC intern, Wright wrote a policy paper
supporting Google’s positions on antitrust issues. 130 In February 2015, Landry served a
second stint at the FTC, joining then-Commissioner Wright’s office shortly after the
commission opened an investigation into Qualcomm’s business practices in November
2014.131 Landry left the FTC in September 2015 to join Weil, Gotshal & Manges, a law
firm that counts Qualcomm, Amazon, and several other Big Tech companies as clients. 132
In her work at the firm, which continued until May 2019, she advised clients on antitrust
matters and advocated on their behalf before the FTC.133
•

GMU law graduate Elise Nelson worked as an LEC research assistant in 2014 before
interning for Commissioner Wright in 2015.134 After graduating, she was hired as an
antitrust associate with the Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer law firm, where she worked
from 2016 to 2019. The firm has represented Google in several matters including its
corporate reorganization to create the Alphabet Inc. holding company as Google’s parent
company.135 While working at Freshfields, Nelson was also an adjunct professor at GMU
Law, a position she continues to hold.
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